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Abstrak 

Hak kebebasan berbicara adalah hak alamiah yang dimiliki oleh setiap manusia yang dilahirkan dimuka 
bumi. Tapi dengan seiring zaman perkembangan kebebasan atau kemerdekaan berbicara ini banyak sekali 
mengalami jalan terjal dalam prakteknya. Penelitian ini bertujuan memberikan wawasan mengenai 
bagaimana paradigma sejarah  dan polemik yang dihadapi dalam kebebasan berbicara di ruang publik 
abad ke-21 terutama dalam perkembangan dan prakteknya. Metode yang digunakan dalam penelitian ini 
adalah dengan metode penelitian kualitatif dengan pendekatan literatur review dari sumber literatur 
selama tiga tahun terakhir yaitu tahun 2019-2021. Hasil dari penelitian ini adalah memberikan wawasan 
tentang paradigma sejarah dan polemik yang terjadi hak kebebasan berbicara pada abad ke-21. 
Kesimpulan yang dihasilkan adalah kebebasan berbicara sangat penting tetapi kita harus ingat bahwa 
kebebasan kita dibatasi oleh kebebasan orang lain. 
Kata Kunci: demokrasi, kebebasan berbicara, hak asasi manusia  

 
Abstract 

The right to freedom of speech is a natural right owned by every human being born on earth. However, 
with the development of the times, freedom or freedom of speech has experienced many steep paths in 
practice. This study aims to provide insight into how the historical and polemic paradigms are faced in 
freedom of speech in the 21st-century public sphere, especially in its development and practice. The 
method used in this research is to qualitative research methods with the approaches literature review of 
the literature resources during the last three years, which was in 2019-2021. The result of this study is 
to provide insight into the historical and polemic paradigms that occur in the right to free speech in the 
21st century. The conclusion is that freedom of speech is very important but we must remember that our 
freedom is limited by the freedom of others. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Freedom of speech supports the creation of a critical society from both developed and developing 
countries. Because the right to freedom of speech is a human right in which the primary right is 
inherent in human beings, this human right has a universal and lasting nature. So it must be 
respected, fulfilled, and protected, which cannot be taken by anyone, ignored, or even reduced. 
Human life itself has experienced developments in which the product of the development of human 
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civilization is freedom of speech (Marwandianto & Ardani, 2020). The importance of freedom of 
speech can be felt by the wider community. Citizens can exercise their rights, in this case, to speak 
in public spaces effectively, either voting or participating in public policymaking. Because once 
again, one's freedom of speech is a fundamental human right 

Through history, we can see that to achieve complete freedom of speech, great bloodshed often 
occurs, usually in expressing opinions or freedom of expression. If it is against a person's interests, 
a group or a larger group will become so quiet. In ancient history, if someone were intellectual and 
opposed and threatened the rules of the Church or an authoritarian government, that person 
would be exiled and even killed. Then, when viewed from its history, freedom of speech has long 
gone through a steep phase, and there are many obstacles in the interests of power. That freedom 
of expression is a human right based on general principles. Basically, humans are given the 
freedom to express anything based on their thoughts and beliefs (Pahad, 2020) 

Freedom of speech in public spaces is part of human rights (HAM). The freedom of every citizen to 
express opinions in open public is a manifestation of democracy in the life of society, nation, and 
state. Human Rights are fundamental rights or basic rights brought by humans from birth given by 
God (Matias, 2019). In essence, Human Rights include two of the most basic fundamental rights, 
namely the right to equality and the right to freedom. With these two foundations, other human 
rights can be derived. If there is no second fundamental right, then human rights will be 
complicated to enforce and maintain. Therefore, these basic rights must be upheld from time to 
time. Individual freedom in media is also limited by the same freedom by others. So adherence to 
ethics and moral values in media becomes very substantial(Kusumasari & Arifianto, 2019) 

The right to freedom of speech which includes the right of expression and the right of opinion, is 
an inalienable part of human beings themselves. This right to freedom contains elements of 
protection, interest, and will (L. Nasution, 2020). The right to freedom is always associated with 
obligations and is a form of balance in social life. The balance between rights, obligations, and 
responsibilities is a form of balance in social life. Awareness of responsibility for every action that 
will impact community members must continue to be instilled. The power of responsibility affects 
the prudence of action. 

Social media is an online-based communication technology that becomes a communication tool 
between fellow humans, social media is a social media that is carried out online using the internet 
(Perdana & Yusuf, 2020). Social media in this case indirectly gives freedom to people. People to 
have free opinion, but on the other hand it is also a threat to users because there are rules in the 
ITE Law which are considered to be lurking and limiting freedom of opinion (Rahmawati et al., 
2021). In the context of a democratic country, the media can become a forum for conveying public 
aspirations (L. Nasution, 2020). The existence of social media is actually inversely proportional to 
literacy skills so that new media as public spaces tend to turn into containers full of negative 
content, especially insults to others.(Sari et al., 2019) 

Freedom of speech itself has limitations in several aspects because the space of others limits our 
freedom, so we must be careful in speaking. Although freedom of speech is upheld and maintained, 
humans themselves in this freedom must have ethics in expressing speech in verbal and non-
verbal forms. As long as the community defines itself by the existence of legal regulations, in the 
sense that it does not violate legal rules such as spreading hatred, slander, and so on because there 
is a UU ITE  that regulates it, if this is not done, it will not be a problem. On the other hand, if it is 
not in accordance with legal regulations and violates the law, it will cause problems or conflicts 
and even polemics (Kardiyasa et al., 2020). 

RESEARCH METHODS 
The method used in this study is a qualitative research method, which is a descriptive method and 
tends to use inductive data analysis by using the protrusion of a research process and theoretical 
foundations so that the research focus is following the reality on the ground. In addition, it is also 
useful in providing an overview of the background of the research and as material in the discussion 
for research results (Rukin, 2019). The approach uses a literature review which is a scientific study 
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focusing on a particular topic. The literature review will show an overview of the development of 
a specific topic. The literature review will allow researchers to identify a theory or method, 
developed a theory, identify  the gaps that occur in theory with facts on the ground or the results 
of the study (Cahyono et al., 2019). 

This research focuses on freedom of speech in public spaces in the 21st century, especially in 
Indonesia. In the literature itself from various sources, namely books, scientific journals that have 
been published and news articles Kompas, CNNIndonesia and detik. Where these sources are 
relevant to the topic or research problem discussed and are supportive and trustworthy. The 
sources used are also published in the last three years, namely 2019-2021. The literature cited 
uses the keywords of democracy, freedom of speech, and human rights by reading and analyzing 
in-depth the historical paradigms and polemics regarding freedom of speech. 

The technique in collecting the source literature material is done by quoting or noting things that 
are important to support and provide perspective on the issues regarding the views on freedom of 
speech discussed. It has been taken from materials such as explanations, facts, laws, literature, and 
others that have a relationship related to the primary research of this problem, in analyzing it using 
literature that is following the issues raised. Qualitative research methods can be viewed as a 
solution, this method through 1) observation of the literature such as books, scientific journals, 
and other reliable and relevant sources, 2) Interpretation and analysis of relevant documents or 
sources, 3) Reflection in reviewing the source of research, in this case, is freedom of speech (Rukin, 
2019) 

Because this study is using qualitative research methods, it takes data from scientific journal 
articles and news articles supporting this research with predetermined criteria. The criteria are as 
follows: 1) Scientific articles using keywords that are relevant to the research conducted, namely: 
freedom of speech, human rights, democracy; 2) Scientific journal articles used are publications 
from 2019 to 2021; 3) Scientific journal articles published in trusted journals, such as Journals 
published by Universities, Journal of Human Rights, Journal of Legal Analogies, Journal of Law and 
Development, which were collected from Google Scholars and Researchgate; 4) News articles from 
trusted sources, namely National Kompas, Detik.com, CNNindonesia with the keywords freedom 
of speech, human rights and democracy. Literature Review does not only mean reading the 
literature but more towards in-depth and critical evaluation and analysis of previous research on 
a topic. 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
In the results of this study, the sources used are journal articles and news articles that contain the 
heads of the required survey data. For journal articles from 2019, there were five articles (23.81 
%). In 2020 there were eight articles (38.10 %), while those published in 2021 were three articles 
(14.29 %). Then in the book published in 2019, as many as one source ( 4.76% ). For online news 
sources in 2019-2021, as many as four sources (19.05 %). With of citations of scientific journals 
from Google Scholar and to source news from Kompas, CNN Indonesia, and Detik.come.  

Overall, the results of the analysis of the literature review in this study show that freedom of speech 
today is still a polemic and debate with the existence of laws and regulations in regulating freedom 
of speech via the internet. People also do not understand the importance of freedom of speech. 
Therefore, the following presents the results of data analysis in three aspects, namely: 

1. The importance of freedom of speech in public spaces is seen from the historical paradigm. 

Based on several sources of scientific journals and sources of news articles obtained, the view 
results are reviewed from the history of freedom of speech with its development. In the journal 
entitled Human Rights published in 2019, the history of the development of human rights, which 
includes freedom of speech, is as old as the history of mankind. Society has long fought for the 
recognition of human rights for freedom of speech. This enforcement struggle is a reaction to the 
authorities' arbitrary actions, which oppress the dignity of the small people. History proves it in 
2000 BC; Hammurabi law in Babylon set the rules in ensuring justice for all its citizens. 
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The importance of seeing the history of freedom of speech for both past and present is supported 
by a journal article from Kristian Megahputra Warong, Caecilia JJ Waha, and Cornelius Tangkere 
with the research title Study of Human Rights Law Against Freedom of Opinion by Organizations, 
where the findings found that freedom of speech is a form of right that is inherent in all people, 
especially in democratic countries. Freedom of speech in human rights has an essential value that 
many countries respect, and efforts are made to maintain it and leave all forms of business that 
ignore freedom.  

Furthermore, this study is also supported by a journal article from Shenty Dyan Prasasti Matias 
with the title Freedom of Expression According to The Theory of Freedom and the Right to 
Freedom of Opinion In Indonesia. It was found that freedom means that everyone has the right and 
can do everything according to his will, and of course, with ethics, where is space of speech wrong. 
Therefore, one of the fundamental rights of all individuals is the importance of freedom of speech 
in social life. 

Data analysis from sources referred to the importance of freedom of speech in public spaces is 
viewed from the historical paradigm. It shows that the history of freedom of speech is very long 
and has gone through bloody times fighting for it, even today. Therefore, because of the history of 
its struggle, freedom of speech is essential for the life of society, nation, and state. 

2. The phenomenon of freedom of speech in public spaces (Social Media) 

Today's freedom of speech is very diverse in its forms, not only through direct face-to-face 
conversations but also using technology to use freedom of speech. According to the Scientific 
Article on Freedom of Opinion Against Government Through Social Media In the Perspective of the 
UU ITE, there are findings that the development of technology and communication is becoming 
increasingly rapid in its development. The presence of social media indirectly provides access to 
freedom of speech to the public. 

The public space of social media serves as a place for exchanging ideas, ideas, and opinions. This is 
found in a study entitled The Meaning of Hate Speech Texts on Social Media. Social media is born, 
a place for someone to express their conversations and opinions in a broader public space. With 
this, our society has many references in knowledge outside of its positive or negative context. But 
there are still many obstacles with hate speech, fake news, and so on. 

According to Ratih Frayunita Sari with her research entitled Questioning Too Much Opinion: 
Malfunctions of Social Media as a Stage for the Production of Negative Content, it was found that 
the presence of social media which is increasingly opening up information and causing dependence 
on urban people towards communication technology so that society cannot be separated from the 
influence of technology. This social media causes complex problems in freedom of speech in public 
spaces 

The phenomenon that occurs with the development of social media is hate speech, which, 
according to Fadilatul Umroh in the title of his research Hate Speech on Social Media Networks, 
states that many people use it. Still, it is not by the ethics of carrying out hate speech with 
humiliation through writing on social media by slandering, insulting, and so on that is detrimental. 

From the analysis of freedom of speech in the public sphere of the 21st century, the development 
of the times with the presence of social media as a facility for increasingly widespread freedom of 
speech, but in fact, this phenomenon is not only for opinions and opinions. Still, it is used in bad 
terms such as hate speech with slander, defaming the name sound, which is detrimental. 

3. Polemics on freedom of speech 

The occurrence of polemics in freedom of speech can be seen with the presence of the UU ITE, 
which is explained in the research on the UU ITE  on the Effects of Social Media on Millennial 
Generation, with this legislation being able to control crime on the internet, including 
communication through social media. 
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In research by Anton Hendrik Samudra with the title Defamation and Humiliation through 
Information and Communication Technology in Indonesia after the Amendment to the UU ITE, it 
is explained that the UU ITE  guarantees legal certainty to the community, which in this case 
responds to technological developments in circulation and fulfills a sense of justice. The presence 
of this law has created a polemic on freedom of speech in public spaces, as in the Scientific Article 
of Juridical Study of the Regulation of Freedom of Expression in the UU ITE  (Information and 
Electronic Transactions), explaining that rights also create obligations to respect the rights of 
others. However, there are no clear restrictions on this matter in the UU ITE, resulting in a polemic. 

The Importance of Freedom of Speech 

Freedom of speech is fundamental to be grown in society. Regardless of the quality or not, as well 
as pros or cons, democracy must have the same place in the eyes of government and society (Yahya, 
2020). The right to freedom of opinion and expression is the basis of democracy (Irfan, 2020). With 
the freedom to speak in public and especially with technological developments, freedom of speech 
is facilitated more widely. It can train people's critical thinking power towards something. 

Freedom of speech has been recognized internationally as one of the inherent human rights of a 
person. It will not interfere with the act of seeking, receiving, and transmitting information in any 
way. The legal system embodied in the concept of human rights is a product of a particular country 
and a solid foundation for all cultures and religions (Warong et al., 2020). Even historically, 
freedom of speech has a very high place from the perspective of human freedom itself to guarantee 
its development without strict rules (Pahad, 2020). So, freedom of speech is the right of everyone 
without exception, not only for democratic countries but for all people. Because freedom like this 
is what makes a person live in the life of society. 

Freedom or freedom in expressing or expressing opinions can be expressed in various forms, 
which can indicate that opinions or arguments can be conveyed not only orally or in writing. 
Statements gave certainly require space as a means of expression of the opinions to be obtained. 
Every living human being is entitled to the position he has as an individual with fundamental rights, 
such as acting, thinking, and socializing with anyone and anywhere (Matias, 2019), regardless of 
the pros and cons of that opinion. With things like this, it will train our society to think openly but 
critically, in the sense that our community accepts other people's views or new things but can have 
a filter to choose which things are following facts or just lies, thus making our society active. In 
looking for reliable sources, this has resulted in our community not being easy to believe in 
something that is not yet clear. 

The Historical Paradigm Freedom of Speech 

The history of the development of human rights is as old as the history of humanity. Since ancient 
times, every individual has fought to recognize human rights, including the right to freedom of 
speech (L. A. A. Nasution & Harahap, 2019). Recognition in freedom of speech itself has been fought 
for by humans in ancient times, even though freedom of speech itself is a natural right from God. 
But in reality, it is not like that. A person's freedom can be silenced in the past if it threatens a 
group, class, government, or a handful of people who have authority or power. Freedom of speech 
has gone through a bloody period until the freedom of speech is considered good even though there 
are obstacles in practice every period due to interests. 

There have been many claims for upholding human rights in its history, especially in freedom of 
speech, such as in 2000 BC, the Hammurabi law in Babylonia, which stipulates regulations that 
ensure justice for all its citizens (L. A. A. Nasution & Harahap, 2019). Then enters a more modern 
era, where this freedom occurred in the French Revolution because the king's power was so 
dominant and arbitrarily with his consort who spree even though the country was in a state of 
lethargy. This resulted in the french revolution in which the oppressed and intellectuals united in 
their free speech to demand human rights. There are so many historical events that have the 
background of freedom of speech; therefore, achieving something ideal like this requires a long 
process and a high price to pay. 
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The Phenomenon of Freedom of Speech on Social Media 

The development of information and communication technology changes from day to day with 
messages and is increasingly modern. And it is proven to provide benefits for its users. Everyone 
can access information only through cell phones or other communication media, which must be 
connected to the internet. People of all ages and different groups can interact easily using their 
gadgets that are connected to the internet, which is a way of communicating and sharing 
information without any time limit. one of them is through social media(Rahmawati et al., 2021). 
Social media is an expansive public space that acts as a medium for discussion, exchanging ideas, 
and communicating freely and democratically(Kusumasari & Arifianto, 2019). 

The essential thing that society can feel today is the increasingly open and rapidly expanding 
information so that the space in freedom of speech is increasingly available. In comparison, now, 
this is an era of swift information exchange. It is where everyone has freedom of expression 
Through a new platform, which is now called Social media. Freedom of speech is a right that 
everyone is born with, and the constitution guarantees it. According to the 1945 Constitution of 
the Republic of Indonesia Article 28 E paragraph 3, which states that everyone has the right to 
freedom of association, assembly, and expression (Sari et al., 2019). 

Today, there are many social media users from various age groups, from children to the elderly, 
such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Path, Whatsapp, Line, and so on. They were used in 
communication and information gathering compared to the previous era, where there was no 
convenience like this. Get to know the development of digital technology. In the past, when meeting 
new people, you would exchange business cards and residential addresses, but now with this 
convenience, only trading social media accounts, everything is more efficient (Umroh, 2020). With 
things like this boosting from all aspects of life, even from the perspective of humans themselves, 
we see that the increasingly widespread internet makes it easier for someone to express their 
opinion. However, there are still many hate speeches on social media (Antariksa et al., 2019). In 
the past, when speaking in public, there must be an audience in front of directly, in contrast to now 
being able to express opinions through writing on social media that has an extensive reach. 

Polemics in Freedom of Speech 

The emergence of modern technology is beneficial for humans in exercising their freedom of 
speech via the internet. But human resources to respond to technology can lead to disorder in 
society. Meanwhile, nowadays, people tend to access social media, either through computers or 
cell phones (Samudra, 2019). In fact, on social media, there are already many users who do not 
know and understand the legal basis that was set by the government, which results in users not 
being aware of the related consequences that can be said to be excessive in using social media. For 
example, posting harmful and misleading information. contains discrimination (Perdana & Yusuf, 
2020) 

As a human right which is also included in the freedom of speech in the public sphere and one's 
private right, the freedom to express opinions absolutely must be protected and cannot be reduced. 
But remember that there are also rights that oblige one to respect others. So in practice, these 
rights are limited by a law currently in Indonesia, also known as the UU ITE (Fajariyah, 2021). 
While in this law itself, there is no explicit limit on this matter. 

The presence of social media itself gives people free speech and has a very high audience. With the 
existence of the UU ITE, the public must be careful in expressing their opinions, especially on the 
internet. So we should freely speak through social media. We must be cautious not to cause hoax 
news, hate speech that attacks someone, or information that cannot be trusted and must also 
prioritize the interests of others based on values and norms, and ethics. A law like this, it will 
control the occurrence of ethical abuse on social media. 

The ITE Law does have a good purpose, but there are often polemics about this between the pros 
and cons. Inevitably, this has blocked the pathways that the wider community can use to correct 
the rules of norms that have curbed freedom of speech on the internet (Rizaldi, 2019). This law 
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has become a stumbling block in freedom of speech or opinion, especially for Indonesian citizens 
in the last few years. This article becomes a ghost for the general public in expressing their views, 
especially on social media, where this freedom should be guaranteed in national and international 
law (Indonesia, 2021). The debate between the pros and cons of the polemic of free speech in the 
21st-century public sphere can be said to be complex. 

 
CONCLUSION 
In essence, freedom of speech is a perfect human right for developing a country; even to advance 
human reasoning, freedom of speech like this is needed. Humans are born with the right to cry and 
learn to speak, so this freedom is completely created by the almighty. Therefore no one can restrain 
it or force it in any form. If this freedom is handcuffed, there is no human side anymore because 
speaking, having an opinion is a gift from the Creator. Everyone has the right to speak in public, 
regardless of the media. But what needs to be underlined is that the freedom of others accompanies 
our freedom, so we must respect others as well lest we use this freedom as a tool to bring down, 
destroy and deceive others. So in freedom like this, what must be remembered is ethics, morals, 
and of course, norms must follow each other to not cause something bad for now or in the future. 
Technological developments also facilitate speech, but one must be careful in using this right to 
freedom on social media, don't overdo it. Because if it is excessive and ends up hurting someone 
and is negative, there will be consequences such as social sanctions, bullying, and even 
punishment. So in freedom of speech, we must understand ethics and keep in mind that the 
freedom of others limits our freedom. 
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